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Three-dimensional (3-D) or vertical integration is a promising system

integration paradigm that can extend the microelectronics evolution for several more years. 3-

D integrated systems can alleviate the challenge of continuous physical scaling, offering

performance improvements equivalent to a technology node. More importantly, it can satisfy

the growing need for computational and technological heterogeneity while simultaneously

supporting multi-functional systems.This talk covers an unconventional approach of 3-D

integration where communication between stacked dies is not based on wire connections but

rather on electromagnetic coupling. This option offers specific advantages and opportunities

for new exciting applications, in particular, where cost, heterogeneity, and real world

constraints are paramount. I will discuss some of these applications and argue that applications

envisaged early for this technology are not suitable. Alternatively, there is another set of

applications where contactless 3-D circuits are highly suitable.The challenges related to this

technology will also be discussed in this talk. Specific problems that arise from the use of

inductive links for communication between dies are also described.In the last part of the talk,

the design of a prototype two-tier 3-D circuit where both signal and power are wirelessly

transferred will be discussed and related simulation results will be presented.
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